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Abstract We study the effects of changes in the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld between 1900 and 2000 on
the whole atmosphere (0–500 km altitude), based on simulations with the Whole Atmosphere
Community Climate Model eXtension. Magnetic ﬁeld changes directly affect the temperature and wind
in the upper atmosphere (> ~110 km) via Joule heating and the ion drag force. However, we also ﬁnd
signiﬁcant responses in zonal mean temperature and zonal wind in the Southern Hemisphere (SH)
middle- to high-latitude troposphere, stratosphere, andmesosphere of up to ±2 K and ±2m/s, as well as
regionally signiﬁcant changes in Northern Hemisphere (NH) polar surface temperatures of up to ±1.3 K, in
December-January-February. In the SH, changes in gravitywave ﬁltering in the thermosphere induce a change
in the residual circulation that extends down into the upper mesosphere, where further changes in the mean
windclimatologyaregenerated, togetherwithchanges in localplanetarywavegenerationand/orampliﬁcation
and gravity wave ﬁltering. This induces further changes to a residual circulation cell extending down into the
troposphere. However, inaccuracies in the simulated SH upper mesospheric wind climatology probably mean
that thesimulated temperatureandwindresponses in theSH lowerandmiddleatmospherearealso inaccurate.
TheNHmiddleatmosphere response is zonally asymmetric, consistingofa signiﬁcantchange in thepositioning
andshapeof theupper stratosphericpolarvortex,which isdynamically consistentwith thesurface temperature
response. However, the downward coupling mechanism in the NH is generally less clear.
1. Introduction
The Earth’s internal magnetic ﬁeld, generated in the liquid outer core, gradually changes over time. Even on a
multidecadal to centennial timescale, considerable changes can occur. During the past century, the Earth’s
magnetic dip poles, where the magnetic ﬁeld is exactly vertical, have typically been moving at a speed of
~10 km/yr [Olsen and Mandea, 2007]. The northern magnetic pole motion has even been speeding up since
the 1970s to a speed of 40–60 km/yr [Newitt et al., 2002; Olsen and Mandea, 2007]. At the same time, the mag-
netic dipole moment has been decreasing by about 5–7% per century since 1840 [Gubbins et al., 2006;
Mandea and Purucker, 2005]. The strongest changes in the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld over the past few centuries
have taken place over South America and the southern Atlantic Ocean, approximately corresponding to the
South Atlantic Anomaly region. This is a low-intensity region of the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld, which has dee-
pened, increased in spatial extent, and drifted westward and slightly northward over time [e.g., Badhwar,
1997; Finlay et al., 2010].
The Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld affects the upper atmosphere in various ways: It inﬂuences the conductivity in the
ionosphere and ionospheric plasma transport processes, controls the geographic locations of the magnetic
equator and auroral zones, and guides the coupling of the ionosphere-thermosphere system with the solar
wind and magnetosphere. Rishbeth [1984] and Takeda [1996] ﬁrst discussed the implications of changes in
the strength and conﬁguration of the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld for the ionosphere. The mechanisms by which
changes in ﬁeld strength and orientation affect the full ionosphere-thermosphere-magnetosphere system
were examined in detail in a series of idealized modeling studies by Cnossen et al. [2011, 2012a, 2012b]
and Cnossen and Richmond [2012]. In addition, Yue et al. [2008], Cnossen and Richmond [2008, 2013], and
Cnossen [2014] showed how the actual changes in the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld over the past century have
affected the ionosphere and thermosphere. While magnetic ﬁeld changes affect the ionosphere most
directly, neutral temperature and wind patterns are signiﬁcantly modiﬁed through collisions between
charged and neutral particles, which result in Joule heating and the so-called “ion drag” force on the
neutral winds.
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It is not obvious that the magnetic ﬁeld should have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the atmosphere below the
ionosphere and thermosphere. Especially an effect on tropospheric climate may seem far-fetched. Still, from
time to time reports emerge that suggest a link between the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld and surface climate.Wollin
et al. [1971a, 1971b] may have been the ﬁrst to propose such a link, based on deep-sea sediment cores from
near the Cape Verde Islands, the Caribbean, the North Paciﬁc, and the eastern Mediterranean. They found
anticorrelations between the intensity and inclination of the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld and climate indicators,
such as oxygen isotope anomalies and the abundance of a speciﬁc group of planktonic forminifera that is
sensitive to temperature, over the past 470,000 to 1.2Myr. Their results tentatively suggested that a stronger
magnetic ﬁeld and a larger inclination angle are associated with a colder climate. Anticorrelations between
magnetic ﬁeld intensity and surface temperature seem to occur on shorter timescales as well. Gallet et al.
[2005] found that maxima andminima in the intensity of the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld over western Europe from
the seventeenth to nineteenth century coincide with cooling andwarming events in that region, respectively,
as evidenced by Alpine glacier advances and retreats. Similar evidence was reported by King [1975] and more
recently by De Santis et al. [2012], who found a signiﬁcant correlation between the size of the South Atlantic
Anomaly region and global sea level since 1600. Bakhmutov [2006] found that temperatures in Northeastern
Europe were ~1–2 K higher as the geomagnetic pole was receding from the region and ~1–2 K lower when it
was approaching the region, possibly indicating a similar anticorrelation between (local) magnetic ﬁeld
strength and surface temperature. In contrast, Kitaba et al. [2013] found evidence to suggest that a decrease
in magnetic ﬁeld strength is associated with tropospheric cooling.
Although these strands of evidence are intriguing, they remain very controversial, while there is no clear
mechanism to explain the relationship between magnetic ﬁeld variations and climate variability. Often the
cosmic ray-cloud hypothesis is invoked to explain the relationship [e.g., Courtillot et al., 2007; Vieira et al.,
2008; Knudsen and Riisager, 2009; Kitaba et al., 2013]. The idea is that a stronger magnetic ﬁeld results in
greater shielding from cosmic rays and therefore a lower cosmic ray ﬂux. As cosmic rays are thought to act
as cloud condensation nuclei, fewer cosmic rays may be expected to lead to fewer clouds, which in turn
would produce a change in the climate (e.g., temperature and rainfall). However, convincing proof of a causal
link between cosmic rays and clouds remains elusive [e.g., Laken et al., 2012]. It is also not possible yet to test
the mechanism with global atmospheric models, because a detailed understanding of the microphysics
involved is still lacking and not implemented in climate models. However, there are also other ways in which
the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld could potentially affect climate. A key possibility is that the magnetic ﬁeld inﬂu-
ences the lower atmosphere via its effects on the upper atmosphere. These effects could be communicated
downward through dynamical, chemical, or electrical coupling processes. We will ﬁrst consider dynamical
coupling mechanisms, which will also be the focus of this study.
Hines [1974] ﬁrst suggested that perturbations in the upper atmosphere might affect the atmosphere below
by changing the conditions for planetary wave reﬂection or absorption. Changes in the zonal mean wind
structure at higher levels in the atmosphere could lead to more/less wave reﬂection or absorption, or
changes in the height of reﬂection, thereby altering the amplitudes and/or phases of planetary waves at
lower altitudes. This mechanism has been shown to play a role in troposphere-stratosphere coupling [e.g.,
Perlwitz and Harnik, 2003, 2004]. However, since planetary waves generated in the troposphere do not tend
to propagate upward as high as the thermosphere, it may not be possible to directly link the thermosphere
and troposphere in this way. On the other hand, there is evidence for planetary wave generation in the upper
mesosphere and lower thermosphere regions [Holton, 1984; Smith, 2003;Mayr et al., 2004; Funke et al., 2010],
so that it could potentially offer a mechanism to link changes in the lower thermosphere down to the meso-
sphere. In addition, Hines’ mechanism can in principle be applied to gravity waves as well, which can travel all
the way from the troposphere up into the thermosphere [e.g., Fritts and Alexander, 2003; Vadas and Liu, 2009].
A seconddynamical pathway of downward coupling is via thewave-driven residual circulation, corresponding
to the equator-to-pole Brewer-Dobson circulation in the stratosphere, with anupwardbranchnear the equator
and downward branches near the poles, and a summer-to-winter circulation in the mesosphere, with an
upward branch near the summer pole and a downward branch near the winter pole. Haynes et al. [1991]
described in detail how a zonalmeanwave force on themean ﬂow affects the residual circulation in the atmo-
spherebelow,aconceptknownas the “downwardcontrol”principle.Achange inwavebreakingathighaltitude
can thereforemodify the strength or structure of the residual circulation, leading to changes in tracer transport
and adiabatic heating/cooling via downwelling/upwelling.
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Modeling studies by Arnold and Robinson [1998, 2001, 2003] showed that idealized forcings in the lower
thermosphere affect the atmosphere below down to the lower stratosphere. They argued that this is due
to the redirection of wave activity, as a result of changes in the background wind conditions in the lower
thermosphere. However, the precise mechanism by which the perturbation is communicated downward,
and the relative importance of planetary waves and gravity waves were not clear. Further, their model did
not include a troposphere, so that any impact on tropospheric climate variability could not be assessed.
On the other hand, it is likely that a perturbation that reaches the lower stratosphere will also affect the
troposphere, as numerous studies have demonstrated that the lower stratosphere and troposphere are
closely coupled [e.g., Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001; Christiansen, 2001; Thompson et al., 2002, 2005].
Chemical processes can also contribute to a downward communication of upper atmospheric changes.
Energetic particle precipitation from the magnetosphere produces odd nitrogen (NO and NO2, also referred
to as NOx) in the high-latitudemesosphere and thermosphere [e.g., Solomon et al., 1982]. During polar winter,
NOx can be sufﬁciently long-lived to be transported down to the stratosphere within the polar vortex, where
it catalytically destroys stratospheric ozone. This leads to changes in stratospheric heating, and therefore
changes in temperature and atmospheric dynamics, which can eventually inﬂuence the polar climate near
the surface [e.g., Baumgaertner et al., 2011]. Various studies have shown the importance of this mechanism
of downward inﬂuence in the context of variations in geomagnetic activity [e.g., Seppälä et al., 2007, 2013;
Randall et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2008]. Since energetic particle precipitation is guided by the Earth’s magnetic
ﬁeld, changes in the positioning of the geomagnetic poles could potentially modify this downward
coupling mechanism.
A third type of vertical atmospheric coupling is via the global electric circuit [see, e.g., Tinsley, 2008]. The solar
wind and interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF) have a direct inﬂuence on the high-latitude electric ﬁeld in the
ionosphere, and changes in this electric ﬁeld could conceivably affect the global electric circuit as a whole.
This is thought to inﬂuence cloud microphysics in the troposphere, and thereby surface climate [Tinsley,
2008]. Lam et al. [2013, 2014] recently argued that this could explain observed meteorological responses
to variations in the interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF) carried by the solar wind. If this is correct, changes
in the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld will also be able to affect surface climate via this pathway as these have a signiﬁ-
cant effect on the ionospheric electric ﬁeld as well [e.g., Cnossen et al., 2011, 2012a].
Recent developments in whole atmosphere modeling now make it possible to examine some of the path-
ways of vertical coupling from the thermosphere down to the troposphere. Here we use the Whole
Atmosphere Community Climate Model eXtension (WACCM-X) to study how changes in the Earth’s magnetic
ﬁeld between 1900 and 2000 have affected the atmosphere from the surface up to ~500 km altitude.
WACCM-X incorporates the aforementioned dynamical and chemical pathways of vertical coupling but does
not yet include the cosmic ray-cloud pathway nor a representation of the global electric circuit, although
work is ongoing to include the latter [Baumgaertner et al., 2013]. We are therefore only able to study the dyna-
mical and NOx-ozone pathways here.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides further information on WACCM-X, the experimental
setup, and the methods used to analyze the model outputs. Section 3 presents the effects of changes in
the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld between 1900 and 2000 on the whole atmosphere system, which includes signiﬁ-
cant changes in temperature and wind in the lower and middle atmosphere. In section 4 we analyze how
these lower and middle atmosphere responses are formed. We ﬁnd that the NOx-ozone mechanism plays
an insigniﬁcant role in our results and therefore focus on dynamical coupling mechanisms. We ﬁnish with
a discussion and conclusions in section 5.
2. Methods
We use simulations with the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model eXtension (WACCM-X) [Garcia
et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2010], which is part of the Community Earth System Model (CESM), developed by the
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). Here we used CESM release version 1.2.0. WACCM-X is a
chemistry-climate model that extends globally from the surface to the thermosphere (up to ~500 km). It is
based on NCAR’s Community Atmosphere Model and includes all of the physical parameterizations of that
model. In addition, WACCM-X incorporates a detailed neutral chemistry model for the middle atmosphere,
Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres 10.1002/2016JD024890
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a model of ion chemistry in the me-
sosphere/lower thermosphere region,
ion drag and auroral processes, para-
meterizations of extreme ultraviolet
heating and infrared transfer under non-
local thermodynamic equilibrium, and
modiﬁed parameterizations of gravity
wave effects and vertical diffusion.
Effects of both orographic and nonoro-
graphic gravity waves are accounted
for, with the latter including waves
generated by deep convection and
frontal systems [Richter et al., 2010]. The
high-latitude electric potential pattern
associated with magnetospheric con-
vection is speciﬁed according to the
Weimer [1996] model, and energetic
particle precipitation from themagneto-
sphere is parameterized following Roble
and Ridley [1987]. Since both processes
are strongly organized by the Earth’s
magneticﬁeld, theyare speciﬁed inmag-
neticapexcoordinates [Richmond, 1995].
The Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld in the model is speciﬁed by the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF)
[Finlay et al., 2010], which is used both for the deﬁnition of the magnetic apex coordinate system and for any
computations that involve the magnetic ﬁeld.
Changes in the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld affect processes that depend directly on the magnetic ﬁeld (e.g., E×B
plasma drifts, ion drag, and Joule heating), as well as the mapping of magnetic apex coordinates to
geographic coordinates, resulting in changes in the geographic positioning and shape of the speciﬁed
high-latitude electric potential and particle precipitation patterns. However, any changes in the magnitude
of the electric potential or the energy or ﬂux of energetic particles, which might arise from a change in the
magnetic ﬁeld, are not included in WACCM-X. Previous work with other models indicates that those effects
are only signiﬁcant for disturbed geomagnetic conditions [Cnossen and Richmond, 2013]. To avoid such
effects, our simulations consider geomagnetically quiet conditions.
We compare two simulations set up with the magnetic ﬁeld of the years 1900 and 2000, respectively, to char-
acterize the climate during these two epochs. These simulations will be referred to as m1900 and m2000. In
all other aspects the two simulations were set up identically, i.e., other long-term forcing factors (e.g., the rise
in CO2 concentration, changes in ozone concentration, and long-term variations in ocean circulation), are not
considered here, and were kept ﬁxed. The differences between our simulations therefore represent the atmo-
spheric response to the change in magnetic ﬁeld between 1900 and 2000. Figure 1 illustrates the changes in
the magnetic ﬁeld that occurred during this period. The main dipole moment decreased from
~8.3 × 1022 Am2 in 1900 to ~7.8 × 1022 Am2 in 2000, while the apex magnetic pole positions shifted by
223 km in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) and 305 km in the Northern Hemisphere (NH).
We ran themodelwith a horizontal resolution of 1.9° × 2.5° (latitude × longitude) and 81 vertical levels. The ver-
tical resolution varies fromhalf a scale height in themesosphere and thermosphere, to 1.75 kmaround the stra-
topause, and down to 1.1–1.4 km in the troposphere, except near the ground, where much higher vertical
resolution is used. Both simulations used a ﬁxed solar activity level (F10.7 = 200 solar ﬂux units) and ﬁxed geo-
magnetic activity level (Kp= 2) as input, representing quiet geomagnetic conditions. Under such conditions,
the high-latitude forcings from the magnetosphere (electric potential and energetic particle precipitation)
are relatively weak, so that the upper atmosphere response to the changes in the magnetic ﬁeld simulated
by themodel represents a conservative estimate.Wealsonote thatWACCMgenerally underestimatesNOxpro-
duction by energetic particle precipitation compared to observations [e.g., Randall et al., 2015], so this is
expected to be especially weak in our simulations. Randall et al. [2015] further found that downward transport
Figure 1. (top) Main magnetic ﬁeld intensity in 2000 and (bottom) the
percentage difference with 1900 according to the IGRF.
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of NOx was also underestimated in their simulations. While they ran standard WACCM in speciﬁed dynamics
mode rather than WACCM-X, WACCM-X is likely to suffer from similar problems, so that the NOx-ozone
mechanism is probably too weak in our simulations.
Each of our simulations was run for 38 years and 2months. The ﬁrst 2months were discarded to allow for
spin-up and to have 38 full years for the December-January-February (DJF) season. We analyze 38 year mean
differences between the m2000 and m1900 simulations (m2000-m1900 hereafter) and use the 38 year stan-
dard deviations to calculate the statistical signiﬁcance of these differences, according to a two-sided
Student’s t test. Each year is thus treated effectively as an independent ensemble member. To check the
robustness of the results, we have also tested the effect of randomly excluding up to 8 years from the 38 year
averages, still retaining at least 30 years’ worth of data, which is the classic period over which the climate is
normally deﬁned. We ﬁnd that excluding up to 8 years gives small changes in the signiﬁcance of the differ-
ences between simulations, but the magnitudes and character of the differences remain very similar. We
therefore stopped our simulations after 38 years and only show results from the analysis done with
all 38 years.
3. Whole Atmosphere Response to Magnetic Field Changes
In the thermosphere, our WACCM-X simulations show a clear response to the changes in the Earth’s magnetic
ﬁeld. The large-scale spatial structure andmagnitude of these responses resemble those obtained by Cnossen
and Richmond [2008, 2013] and Cnossen [2014] using upper atmosphere models for similar changes in the
Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld (comparing similar pressure levels and seasons). We therefore consider the upper
atmosphere effects produced by WACCM-X, which constitute the forcing that the rest of the atmosphere
responds to, to be reasonable. Differences in temperature and winds between our simulations are signiﬁcant
for all seasons in the upper atmosphere (not shown). However, in the lower and middle atmosphere they are
mainly found during DJF. Our analysis will therefore focus on this season hereafter.
Figure 2 shows the DJF mean temperature difference at a pressure level of 1.6 × 10–5 hPa (~130 km), as an
example of the upper atmosphere forcing produced by the model. The largest differences in temperature
occur near the locations of the (apex) magnetic poles. The Northern Hemisphere (NH) apex pole moved from
(79.2°N/80.3°W) in 1900 to (81.9°N/83.3°W) in 2000, while the Southern Hemisphere (SH) apex pole moved
from (76.2°S/126.8°E) in 1900 to (74.2°S/126.3°E) in 2000. These seemingly small shifts induce signiﬁcant
changes in the positioning and shape of the electric potential pattern at high latitudes and yield local differ-
ences on the order of 10–25% (not shown). This gives signiﬁcant changes in ionospheric plasma velocities
(i.e., E×B drifts), which affect the neutral atmosphere through ion drag (describing momentum exchange
between charged and neutral particles taking place through collisions) and Joule heating (a frictional heating
dependent on the difference between ion and neutral velocities). Neutral wind (not shown in Figure 2, but
see Figure 3) and temperature patterns at high latitudes therefore also show primarily signs of a shift at high
latitudes. In addition, there is an overall increase in temperature at high latitudes, which is due to an overall
increase in Joule heating, associated with the weakening of the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld, especially noticeable
at southern high latitudes (a weaker magnetic ﬁeld gives greater ionospheric conductivity and therefore
Figure 2. (left) Neutral temperature in the lower thermosphere (1.62 × 105 hPa; ~130 km) for m2000 and (right) the dif-
ference with m1900 (m2000-m1900) in DJF, with light and dark shading indicating statistical signiﬁcance at the 95% and
99% levels, respectively.
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more Joule heating) [see Cnossen et al., 2012a]. Differences in temperature and wind at lower latitudes are
generally smaller, but they are strongest and most signiﬁcant over South America and the southern
Atlantic Ocean, corresponding to the area where the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld has changed the most over the
past century [e.g., Finlay et al., 2010].
To describe the ﬁrst-order response of the atmosphere as a whole, it is convenient to examine zonal mean
differences ﬁrst. Figure 3 shows zonal mean differences in the DJF mean temperature and zonal wind. The
differences are clearly strongest in the thermosphere, as expected. The banded structure of the zonal wind
responses in the high-latitude thermosphere is caused by shifts in the E×B drift patterns, as explained above.
Given that the NH middle atmosphere is generally more dynamically active than the SH, we had expected to
see the largest differences in the middle atmosphere in the NH, especially during DJF (NH winter), when
wave-mean ﬂow interactions are strongest. However, the largest differences in the lower and middle atmo-
sphere are in fact found in the SH, which are signiﬁcant primarily at middle to high latitudes.
Around ~60°S, the zonal wind in almost the entire column of air from the troposphere up to the lower ther-
mosphere has become relatively more eastward. In the upper mesosphere the positive change in zonal wind
at ~60°S is ﬂanked by two regions of negative change. This pattern suggests an upward and poleward shift of
the climatological zonal wind structure, together with a vertical expansion (both downward and upward) of
Figure 3. (top) Zonal mean neutral temperature and (bottom) zonal wind for (left) m2000 and (right) the difference with
m1900 (m2000-m1900) in DJF, with light and dark shading indicating statistical signiﬁcance at the 95% and 99% levels,
respectively.
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the eastward zonal winds at ~55–65°S. The changes in temperature in the SH upper mesosphere and lower
thermosphere also suggest an upward shift of the mesopause. In the troposphere, there is a clear poleward
shift of the midlatitude jet, accompanied by a signiﬁcant cooling at high latitudes in the lower stratosphere
and troposphere (70–90°S, 0–20 km) and a weaker warming around 50°S in the troposphere. The opposite
temperature response is found in the middle stratosphere: Warming at high latitudes and cooling around
50–60°S. This quadrupole ﬁeld of temperature anomalies is dynamically consistent with a positive
Southern Annular Mode.
Signiﬁcant differences are also found in the NH, but they are not zonally symmetric and therefore largely
vanish in the zonal mean. Figure 4 illustrates this through a vertical cross section of the neutral temperature
and meridional wind taken at 65°N, with longitude on the horizontal axis. The temperature differences in the
middle atmosphere are clearly most pronounced in the Northern Atlantic-American sector (~0–90°W) and
strongest around 60°W. A vertically alternating pattern of warming and cooling can be seen at this longitude.
The upper atmosphere changes in temperature and wind are also strongest in this longitude sector
(see Figure 2), because of the location of the NH magnetic pole near 80°W. However, it is not clear whether
this is necessarily the reason for the stronger middle atmosphere responses in this region; it might also be
related to zonal asymmetries in the background wind climatology in the NHmiddle atmosphere, which could
perhaps favor a stronger response in this longitude sector, regardless of the longitudinal structure of the
Figure 4. (top) Neutral temperature and (bottom) meridional wind at 65°N for (left) m2000 and (right) the difference with
m1900 (m2000-m1900) in DJF, with light and dark shading indicating statistical signiﬁcance at the 95% and 99% levels,
respectively.
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upper atmospheric forcing. The mid-
dle atmosphere meridional wind ﬁeld
exhibits a clear longitudinal structure
in its climatology, tilting westward
with height. It maximizes at ~50 km
(~1 hPa), where winds blow northward
between ~20°W and ~140°E, and
southward at other longitudes. The
m2000 climatology is in good agree-
ment with observational climatologies
of the longitudinal structure in meri-
dional wind as shown by Harvey and
Hitchman [1996] and Kozubek et al.
[2015]. The m2000-m1900 difference
indicates an intensiﬁcation and slight
westward shift of this structure.
Kozubek et al. [2015] explain that the
longitudinal structure in themeridional
wind in the NH winter stratosphere
is associated with anticyclonic ﬂow
around the Aleutian High, typically
located at ~180°E. The Aleutian High
feature is often implicated in global for-
cingand teleconnectionpatterns and is
closely related to the strength andposi-
tioning of the NH stratospheric polar
vortex [e.g., Harvey and Hitchman,
1996, and references therein]. Because
the NH polar vortex is generally not
quite centered on the geographic
pole, it cannot be properly visualized
through the zonal mean zonal wind.
Thepotential vorticity (PV)ﬁeld isbetter
suited to illustrate (the changes in) the
positioning and shape of the polar vor-
tex. The climatological PV at ~50 km
and the associated m2000-m1900
difference from our simulations are
shown in Figure 5.
In our simulations, the upper strato-
spheric polar vortex, characterized by
high PV values, is displaced from the
geographic pole, toward approxi-
mately 0° longitude, in good agree-
ment with observational climatologies
[Waugh and Randel, 1999; Harvey et al., 2002]. It is also somewhat elongated in shape, and this is more pro-
nounced in the m2000 case than the m1900 case. The elongation of the polar vortex occurs primarily toward
the Atlantic-American sector (~0–90°W), resulting in a statistically signiﬁcant increase in PV there for m2000
compared tom1900. There is a corresponding decrease in PV in theWest Paciﬁc sector (~150°W–120°E), which
is weaker and less signiﬁcant. Despite the difference in their strength, the positive and negative changes in PV
mostly cancel out in a zonal mean.
Since signiﬁcant changes in the structure and strength of the polar vortex are often related to the occurrence
of major stratospheric sudden warming (SSW) events, one might expect a difference in the SSW occurrence
Figure 5. (top) Potential vorticity in the NH in potential vorticity units (pvu)
at ~1 hPa for m2000 (solid lines) andm1900 (dotted lines) and (bottom) the
difference (m2000-m1900) in DJF, with light and dark shading indicating
statistical signiﬁcance at the 95% and 99% levels, respectively.
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frequency between the m2000 and m1900 cases, which could potentially inﬂuence the average differences
between our simulations. However, using the deﬁnition of Charlton and Polvani [2007] to identify major SSWs,
we ﬁnd that exactly the same number of events occurred in both simulations: 17 in 38 years. When we con-
sider only SSW events in the DJF season, there are slightly more in the m1900 case (12) than in the m2000
case (10). We tested whether this difference has any effect on our results, by repeating the analysis with
reduced data sets fromwhich we excluded years in which an SSW occurred in DJF. This resulted in only minor
changes in the patterns and the signiﬁcance of the differences in temperature and zonal wind between our
simulations as shown in Figure 3, although it did approximately double the magnitude of the differences in
the NH stratosphere (not shown). We therefore conclude that the circulation differences shown in Figures 4
and 5 are not due to a change in SSW occurrence.
Figure 6 shows a map of the temperature differences near the surface, which are regionally signiﬁcant,
primarily at high latitudes, consistent with Figures 3 and 4. At SH high latitudes there is a decrease in tem-
perature of up to 0.5 K, which is signiﬁcant for most longitudes, but is strongest around 60°E. In the NH, there
are small patches over Greenland and the Arctic Ocean that show a signiﬁcant increase in temperature of up
to 1.3 K, while a temperature decrease of up to 1.3 K is found over Siberia. This difference pattern looks similar
to temperature anomalies associated with the negative phase of the Arctic Oscillation (AO) [Thompson and
Wallace, 1998], which is known to be inﬂuenced by changes in both the tropospheric eddy-driven jet and
the stratospheric polar vortex. The negative phase of the AO is normally associated with a weaker
stratospheric vortex, while at least the absolute PV values as shown in Figure 5 indicate a stronger vortex
for m2000. However, the vortex in the m2000 case is also more elongated and further displaced toward lower
latitudes, giving rise to an enhanced wave-1 pattern. We suggests that it is these features, which are normally
associated with a weaker vortex, which could be responsible for the AO-like pattern we ﬁnd here in the
surface temperature response.
4. Possible Mechanisms for Downward Inﬂuence
The results presented in section 3 based on our simulations with WACCM-X indicate that changes in the
thermosphere and ionosphere, initiated by the imposed magnetic ﬁeld changes, are able to induce signiﬁ-
cant circulation changes in the mesosphere, stratosphere, and troposphere. This conﬁrms similar ﬁndings
from idealized modeling studies by Arnold and Robinson [1998, 2001, 2003]. In this section we will try to
address the key question, namely, How does this work?
As noted in section 1, WACCM-X incorporates both the NOx-ozone pathway and dynamical pathways of
vertical atmospheric coupling. However, we found that the differences in NOx and ozone between our simu-
lations were small and statistically insigniﬁcant anywhere within the winter mesosphere or stratosphere,
where the NOx-ozone mechanism could play a role. This is understandable, as our simulations were run for
low geomagnetic activity, when NOx production is low. We can therefore rule out the NOx-ozone pathway
as an important contributor to the responses we ﬁnd in the lower and middle atmosphere and will not study
it hereafter. We will focus instead on dynamical pathways by which perturbations in the thermosphere may
affect the atmosphere below.
Figure 6. (left) Neutral temperature near the surface (970.6 hPa) for m2000 and (right) the difference with m1900
(m2000-m1900) in DJF, with light and dark shading indicating statistical signiﬁcance at the 95% and 99% levels, respectively.
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We hypothesize that changes in the neutral wind structure in the lower thermosphere, produced directly by
changes in the magnetic ﬁeld, modify the conditions for wave propagation, thereby altering the wave forcing
on the mean ﬂow, which causes changes in the circulation at lower altitudes via the downward control prin-
ciple [Haynes et al., 1991]. Both resolved (planetary-scale) waves and parameterized gravity waves could be
involved in this. We ﬁrst investigate whether there are signiﬁcant changes in (forcing by) resolved waves
and gravity waves and then examine (changes in) the residual circulations they induce.
4.1. Resolved Waves
The Eliassen-Palm (EP) ﬂux is a standard diagnostic to examine the inﬂuence of planetary wave forcing on
the mean ﬂow [e.g., Andrews et al., 1987]. We calculated EP ﬂux diagnostics both from seasonal mean data
for DJF, to emphasize the role of stationary waves, and from 5-daily data (data for every ﬁfth day, the high-
est time resolution we have available for our simulations), which include contributions from both stationary
and transient waves. Stationary waves are generally more important in the NH, while transient waves tend
to be the main contributors to the wave forcing in the SH [Limpasuvan and Hartmann, 2000]. We note that
the seasonal mean data are averaged over all universal times (UTs), whereas the 5-daily data are taken
at 0 UT.
As we need to examine the atmosphere over a large vertical range, over which the standard EP ﬂux varies by
several orders of magnitude, we use a scaled version of the EP ﬂux, following Chandran et al. [2013]:
F′ ¼ F ′θ; F ′z







where F= (Fθ, Fz) is the standard EP ﬂux vector, consisting of components in the meridional (Fθ) and ver-
tical (Fz) direction, θ is latitude, ρ is density, and a is the radius of the Earth. Figure 7 shows the vector F′
calculated from DJF mean data, with colored contours indicating the quantity cosθρa ∇F, called cos2(θ)F by
Chandran et al. [2013], which is a modiﬁed version of the standard EP ﬂux divergence, ∇ · F, again because
the standard EP ﬂux divergence varies by several orders of magnitude across the vertical range we are
interested in. We will refer to the vector F′ and the quantity cos2(θ)F, simply as the EP ﬂux (vector) and
EP ﬂux divergence in the remainder of the text. We note that similar results can be obtained by using
monthly mean data (not shown).
Figure 7. (left) EP ﬂux vector F′ (black arrows) and cos2(θ)F (contours) for m2000 and (right) the difference with m1900
(m2000-m1900) in DJF calculated from seasonal mean data, with light and dark shading indicating statistical signiﬁcance
at the 95% and 99% levels, respectively. Contour levels are at 0, ±0.1, ±0.5, ±1, ±2, and ±3m/s/d for m2000 and at 0, ±0.05,
±0.25, ±0.5, and ±1m/s/d for the difference.
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The EP ﬂux vectors and EP ﬂux divergence shown in Figure 7 represent stationary wave contributions. In both
the climatology and the difference plot, they are much larger in the NH middle atmosphere than in the SH. In
the SH, we do note two patches of signiﬁcant enhancements in EP ﬂux divergence in the upper mesosphere
and lower thermosphere around 15–25°S, which appear to be due to enhanced wave propagation from the
NH into the SH (note the narrow channel around 20°N and ~85 km altitude in the climatology; Figure 7, left).
The m2000-m1900 difference also shows signiﬁcant enhancements in wave forcing (indicated by both nega-
tive EP ﬂux divergence and enhanced upward and equatorward EP ﬂuxes) around ~20°N at ~35–55 km in the
stratosphere, on the equatorward side of the background climatology, and at ~50°N at ~70–75 km in the
mesosphere, representing a strengthening of the local climatology there. Differences in the vertical EP ﬂux
component are mostly not signiﬁcant, but differences in the horizontal EP ﬂux component are signiﬁcant
between ~20°N and ~60°N at ~40–60 km altitude (not shown).
Standard EP ﬂux diagnostics do not allow us to examine longitudinal variations in (changes in) wave propa-
gation and forcing. However, Plumb [1985] showed that it is possible to generalize the EP theory to deﬁne a
three-dimensional measure of the ﬂux of wave activity, analogous to the EP ﬂux (see also the more recent
works by Kinoshita et al. [2010] and Kinoshita and Sato [2013]). Analysis of the Plumb [1985] ﬂux showed that
the strongest equatorward wave ﬂux in the climatology at ~50 km altitude occurs in the Western Hemisphere
between ~40°N and ~70°N. The m2000-m1900 shows an enhancement of this feature, with the strongest
increase in equatorward wave ﬂux occurring around 60°W (not shown). This is precisely where we found
the strongest increase in potential vorticity (Figure 5). The same location also shows a small, but signiﬁcant
enhancement in upward wave ﬂux. This result suggests enhanced wave refraction near the polar vortex edge
where the eastward winds are strengthened, conﬁrming a dynamic linkage between the changes in the polar
vortex and the changes in resolved wave propagation. We suggest that it is most likely that the NH strato-
spheric response is initiated by a slight strengthening of the polar vortex, in particular around 60°W, with
changes in wave propagation following as a consequence (if it were the other way around, enhanced wave
forcing from the troposphere should have weakened the vortex, which is not what we ﬁnd).
However, it is still unclear what caused the initial change in the polar vortex. There is not a clear connection
between the responses we ﬁnd in the stratosphere and mesosphere to those in the thermosphere. Even the
enhancement in EP ﬂux divergence at ~70–75 km altitude occurs at considerably lower altitude than the
direct effects of the changes in the magnetic ﬁeld on the wind and temperature structure, which only extend
down to ~120 km altitude. Indeed, the EP ﬂux vectors suggest that the mesospheric enhancement in EP ﬂux
divergence is actually due to enhanced upward wave propagation from the stratosphere below. Still, the
responses in the stratosphere and mesosphere must somehow be initiated by a downward inﬂuence of
the changes in the thermosphere.
We consider the possibility that changes in wave reﬂection in the lower thermosphere, due to changes in the
vertical shear of the zonal mean zonal wind, ∂Ū/∂z, could produce an (apparently) disconnected response at
much lower altitude. A negative zonal wind shear above a positive zonal wind shear acts as a barrier through
which planetary waves cannot propagate, causing waves to be redirected [e.g., Perlwitz and Harnik, 2003,
2004]. Changes in the vertical structure of the zonal mean zonal wind can therefore cause changes in down-
ward wave reﬂection. Figure 8 shows ∂Ū/∂z for DJF, indicating that there are indeed signiﬁcant changes in the
wind shear in the NH lower thermosphere (~100–120 km altitude) at high latitudes, which could potentially
affect the propagation of planetary waves generated in the upper mesosphere/lower thermosphere region
below. In the m2000 climatology there is a weakly positive zonal wind shear at ~100 km altitude with a
weakly negative zonal wind shear above, which meets the condition for downward wave reﬂection. The
m2000-m1900 difference shows an upward shift of this transition at the very highest latitudes (>80°N) and
a downward shift around 70–75°N. Still, this on its own does not prove that any changes in wave reﬂection
have necessarily occurred.
To check for further evidence for changes in wave reﬂection, we studied the zonal tilt of wave number 1,
2, and 3 structures. Upwardly propagating waves tilt westward with height, whereas downwardly propa-
gating waves tilt eastward with height, so that an enhancement in downward wave reﬂection should result in
a weaker westward tilt of the phase of the waves in a climatological average. However, we did not ﬁnd any
clear evidence of a signiﬁcant change in the tilt of zonal wave number1,2, and3 wave structures imme-
diately below ~100–105 km altitude (not shown), where we found the signiﬁcant change in ∂Ū/∂z. Our
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analysis therefore suggests that a change in stationary planetary wave reﬂection may not be important for
the downward communication of our wind anomalies in the thermosphere. Still, we cannot completely rule
this mechanism out, as it may be a very subtle effect that is not properly captured by the model output data
we have available.
Figure 9 shows the EP ﬂux and EP ﬂux divergence calculated from 5-daily data, with the contribution from the
stationary waves as shown in Figure 7 removed. This therefore represents the propagation of and forcing by
transient waves, which in the SH are more important, at least in the mesosphere (compare with Figure 7). We
do note that we can only resolve relatively long-period transient waves, with periods of 10 days or longer,
because we only have 5-daily data. Also, we only show results up to 100 km altitude, as the results at higher
altitudes become extremely noisy and are not relevant here. In the NH stratosphere and lower mesosphere,
there are a few small patches of positive change in EP ﬂux divergence (at 70–85°N, 40–45 km; ~55–60°N,
60 km; ~45°N, 70–75 km; and ~30–35°N, 55–60 km). These occur in or on the edge of regions where the
background climatology shows weakly positive EP ﬂux divergence already, with EP ﬂux vectors showing
anomalous wave propagation away from the positive EP ﬂux divergence region. This suggests enhanced
wave generation within the midlatitude lower mesosphere. Similarly, in the SH upper mesosphere region,
the m2000 climatology suggests that there are two regions of local wave generation, as indicated by positive
Figure 9. EP ﬂux vector F′ (black arrows) and cos2(θ)F (contours) for (left) m2000 and (right) the difference with m1900
(m2000-m1900) in DJF calculated from 5-daily data, with the contribution from stationary waves as shown in Figure 7
removed. Light and dark shading indicating statistical signiﬁcance at the 95% and 99% levels, respectively. Contour
levels are at 0, ±1, ±2.5, ±5, ±10, and ±25m/s/d for m2000 and at 0, ±0.25, ±0.5, ±1, ±2.5, ±5, and ±10m/s/d for the
m2000-m1900 difference.
Figure 8. Vertical gradient of the zonal mean zonal wind, ∂Ū/∂z, for (left) m2000 and (right) the difference with m1900
(m2000-m1900) in DJF, with light and dark shading indicating statistical signiﬁcance at the 95% and 99% levels, respectively.
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EP ﬂux divergence, centered at ~60°S and ~25°S, with a region of wave dissipation in between, indicated
by negative EP ﬂux divergence. The EP ﬂux vectors are consistent with this picture, showing waves pro-
pagating mostly horizontally away from the wave generation regions, leading to waves piling up in the
region in between, where they dissipate. The m2000-m1900 shows primarily a poleward shift of this
pattern, especially on the upper part of the pattern (the changes occur mainly above 70 km altitude).
These changes in the resolved transient waves are likely to be associated with the changes in the zonal
wind we saw in Figure 3.
Theoretical studies have shown that instabilities of the SH summertime mesospheric westward jet can gen-
erate or amplify waves in situ, such as the quasi 2 day wave [Plumb, 1983; Pﬁster, 1985; Ern et al., 2013; Vincent,
2015]. Instabilities can also form on the poleward and equatorward ﬂanks of the eastward stratospheric vor-
tex, where they are thought to interact with planetary waves propagating upward from the troposphere
[Hartmann, 1983; Manney et al., 1991]. The periods of the waves that form on the equatorward ﬂank of the
vortex are on the order of a week or more, so that they can be captured by our 5-daily data, unlike the quasi
2 day wave in the SHmesosphere, or the waves that form on the poleward ﬂank of the NH polar vortex, which
tend to have periods of less than 4 days. While we can only partially diagnose the link between these unstable
waves and the responses we ﬁnd in the lower/middle atmosphere, we suggest that they could potentially
play an important role in the vertical coupling mechanism. Further research will be needed to conﬁrm
(or disprove) this conjecture.
A necessary (though not sufﬁcient) condition for instabilities to form is that the meridional PV gradient is
negative. Figure 10 shows the meridional PV gradient, qφ, for the m2000 case and the m2000-m1900 differ-
ence. In the NH stratosphere and mesosphere the changes in the meridional PV gradient are not statistically
signiﬁcant. However, we do see an enhancement of the region of negative PV gradient at 40–90°N, 70–90 km
altitude, which corresponds to the region that showed the strongest enhancement in positive EP ﬂux diver-
gence identiﬁed in Figure 9 (associated with transient waves). This suggests that the changes in EP ﬂux diver-
gence in the NH lower mesosphere may be associated with unstable waves. The region of positive EP ﬂux
divergence centered at ~25°S at ~70 km altitude in Figure 9 also corresponds closely to a region of negative
meridional PV gradient in Figure 10, and another region of negative meridional PV gradient poleward of 60°S
partially overlaps with a region of positive EP ﬂux. This again strongly suggests that Rossby waves are being
generated or ampliﬁed in these regions due to local instabilities of the mean ﬂow. We cannot conﬁrm from
our data whether the main wave involved here is the quasi 2 day wave, which is known to be very important
in the SH summer mesosphere [e.g., Ern et al., 2013; Vincent, 2015], because we cannot resolve it. Still, based
on the studies mentioned above, it does seem likely that this wave is involved as well. The involvement of
unstable waves in the upper mesosphere region in the downward propagation mechanism could further
explain why we ﬁnd that the strongest responses in the SH lower and middle atmosphere occur during
DJF. Since the meridional PV gradient in the upper mesosphere can only become negative during summer
[e.g., Plumb, 1983], local instabilities do not form there during other seasons. We suggest that this could make
the downward propagation mechanism in the SH much less effective for seasons other than DJF.
Figure 10. (left) Meridional PV gradient for m2000 and (right) the difference with m1900 (m2000-m1900) in DJF, with
light and dark shading indicating statistical signiﬁcance at the 95% and 99% levels, respectively. Contour levels are at
0, ±0.1, ±0.2, ±0.5, and ±1 × 1010m1 s1 for m2000 and at 0, ±0.01, ±0.02, ±0.05, and ±0.1 × 1010m1 s1 for the
m2000-m1900 difference.
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Both wave generation/ampliﬁcation regions in the SH upper mesosphere are located just on the edge of the
westward mesospheric jet (compare with Figure 3). This is relevant, because the formation of instabilities is
closely related to the zonal wind curvature, and therefore the shape of the zonal jet [e.g., Pﬁster, 1985; Ern
et al., 2013]. Unfortunately, the “dip” in the zero-wind line at the top of the mesospheric jet that WACCM-X
produces (at ~50–55°S, ~70 km altitude; see Figure 3) is not realistic (compare, e.g., to the observational cli-
matology shown by Richter et al. [2008] in their Figure 1). Errors in the background wind structure are likely
to lead to errors in the positioning and strength of wave generation/ampliﬁcation regions in the SH upper
mesosphere, which will then further interact with the mean wind climatology. Richter et al. [2008] performed
a detailed assessment of the dynamics of the middle atmosphere as simulated by WACCM3 in comparison to
observations, which demonstrated the same problem with the mesospheric jet that we ﬁnd here with
WACCM-X, as well as a quasi 2 day wave amplitude that was considerably smaller than seen in observations.
It is highly likely that there are also problems with this wave in our simulations, and possibly with other
unstable waves as well. This means that the changes in large-scale wave forcing we ﬁnd in the SH upper
mesosphere, as well as the changes in the zonal wind climatology in the same region, are not necessarily rea-
listic and should be treated with suspicion. Nevertheless, the formation of baroclinic/barotropic instability in
the summer mesopause region is reproduced reasonably in the model. We therefore do believe that the
more general ﬁnding that this structure is sensitive to upper atmosphere changes and can inﬂuence the
atmosphere below is valid, even though the details of the lower atmosphere response may not be correct.
4.2. Parameterized Waves
In addition to resolved waves, the parameterized effects of sub-grid-scale gravity waves could play a role in
communicating the upper atmosphere responses to the change inmagnetic ﬁeld to lower atmospheric layers.
The (differences in) zonal forcing by gravitywaves is shown in Figure 11. Nonorographic gravitywave forcing is
generally stronger and therefore more important than orographic gravity wave forcing, and most of (the
differences in) the accelerations shown in Figure 11 are associated with nonorographic gravity waves (based
on separate analysis; not shown). We note that there is nearly no difference in gravity wave sources between
the simulations (not shown) so the differences in gravity wave-induced accelerations come primarily from
changes in ﬁltering by the background winds. In the thermosphere this results very clearly in gravity wave-
induced accelerations that are largely opposite in sign to the local changes in the zonal mean zonal wind.
In the NH middle atmosphere there is only a very small increase in the (eastward) zonal mean gravity wave
forcing at high latitudes (~80°N) in the stratopause region (~50 km, ~1 hPa). This increase is strongly
Figure 11. Zonal accelerations due to gravity waves for (left) m2000 case and (right) the difference with m1900
(m2000-m1900) with light and dark shading indicating statistical signiﬁcance at the 95% and 99% levels, respec-
tively. Contour levels are at ±5, ±10, ±20, ±50, ±75, ±100, and ±150m/s/d for m2000 and ±1, ±2, ±5, and ±10m/s/d
for the m2000-m1900 difference.
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longitude dependent: Relatively enhanced eastward forcing is found mainly around 20–80°W at ~80°N
(not shown). This particular longitude range corresponds quite well with the longitude range that showed
the strongest increase in PV in Figure 5, indicating that this change in gravity wave forcing is associated
with the change in the shape and positioning of the polar vortex.
Figure 12. (a) Stream function of the DJF residual circulation for (left) m2000 and (right) the difference with m1900
(m2000-m1900) driven by stationary resolved waves, with light and dark shading indicating statistical signiﬁcance at
the 95% and 99% levels, respectively. Contour levels for both m2000 and the m2000-m1900 difference are 0, ±50, ±500,
±5000, ±25000, and ±50000m2/s. (b) Stream function of the DJF residual circulation for (left) m2000 and (right) the
difference with m1900 (m2000-m1900) driven by transient resolved waves, with light and dark shading indicating
statistical signiﬁcance at the 95% and 99% levels, respectively. Contour levels for both m2000 and the m2000-m1900
difference are the same as in Figure 12a. (c) Stream function of the DJF residual circulation for (left) m2000 and (right) the
difference with m1900 (m2000-m1900) driven by parameterized gravity waves, with light and dark shading indicating
statistical signiﬁcance at the 95% and 99% levels, respectively. Contour levels for both m2000 and the m2000-m1900
difference are the same as in Figure 12a.
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In the SHmiddle atmosphere, we ﬁnd an enhancement of eastward gravitywave forcing centered at ~50–55°S
and ~70–75 km altitude, ﬂanked by reductions in eastward forcing on either side. This corresponds closely to
the difference pattern in the zonal wind (see Figure 3). We note that gravity wave forcing is also thought to
be closely linked to instabilities of themesospheric jet, which can generate or amplify waves, possibly seeding
the horizontal curvature of the jet [e.g., Pendlebury, 2012; Ern et al., 2013]. Since gravity wave parameterizations
are not perfect, there are likely to be errors in thegravitywave-induced accelerations in themodel, which could
be responsible for the unrealistic shape of the mesospheric jet in our simulations.
4.3. Residual Circulation
Both resolved wave forcing and gravity wave forcing induce large-scale residual circulations, which couple
remote parts of the atmosphere. We analyze these based on the downward control principle [Haynes
et al., 1991], following Okamoto et al. [2011]. The stream functions associated with the residual circulations
driven by different types of waves can be calculated using their equation (6):






where g is the gravitational acceleration, p is pressure,  is a zonal force, bf ¼ f  ∂ u cosθð Þ=∂θa cosθ , ū is the zonal
mean zonal wind, and f the Coriolis parameter. By substituting for  either the resolved wave forcing asso-
ciated with stationary or transient waves (i.e., the unscaled EP ﬂux divergence; see Figures 7 and 9, except
scaled versions are shown) or the gravity wave forcing, we calculated the residual circulations associated with
these waves, shown in Figures 12a–12c. A latitude band of 10° within the equator has been left blank,
becausebf tends to zero in the tropics, making the analysis invalid for low latitudes. We only show the residual
circulation driven by resolved waves up to 100 km, as they do not play an important role at higher altitudes.
The residual circulation driven by gravity waves (Figure 12c) shows widespread signiﬁcant changes, in both
the thermosphere (in both hemispheres) and the atmosphere below (in the SH only). In the SH, there is a
deep gravity wave-induced residual circulation cell that extends from the thermosphere down into themeso-
sphere and stratosphere. We suggest that it is most likely that the initial communication of changes in the
wind structure in the thermosphere down to the upper mesosphere region occurs via changes to this residual
circulation cell, driven by changes in gravity wave forcing in the thermosphere due to changes in wave ﬁlter-
ing by the mean wind. This will drive a response in the upper mesosphere mean wind, which then further
affects local planetary wave activity and gravity wave ﬁltering and forcing.
The pattern of alternating positive and negative changes in gravity wave forcing in the SH upper mesosphere,
which we discussed above, has a downward inﬂuence that can be seen to extend all the way into the
troposphere. This strongly suggests that gravity wave forcing also plays an important role in inducing the
responses we ﬁnd in the SH troposphere and stratosphere. However, the changes in gravity wave forcing
in the SH upper mesosphere region clearly occur in close conjunction with the local changes in the mean
wind and the (transient) planetary wave forcing, which, as we have already discussed, are likely to be
unrealistic. Thus, it is best to treat the SH response with caution. Nevertheless, even though the reliability
of the responses we ﬁnd in the SH lower and middle atmosphere may be questionable, the physical
mechanisms by which these responses arise in the model are still valid.
In the NH, gravity wave forcing is less important, and changes in the gravity wave-induced residual circulation
are mostly conﬁned to the thermosphere. There are signiﬁcant changes in the residual circulation forced by
both stationary and transient resolved waves in the NH stratosphere. Enhanced stationary wave forcing at
low latitudes has caused a local strengthening of the residual circulation at ~15–30°N and 20–50 km altitude,
while changes in transient wave forcing at ~30–40°N and 40–60 km altitude have acted mostly in the
opposite direction, weakening the residual circulation. Again though, the connection between the
thermosphere and stratosphere is unclear.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
We have demonstrated through simulations with WACCM-X that changes in the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld from
1900 to 2000, which directly affect the ionosphere and thermosphere, can cause further, indirect changes in
the atmosphere below, in particular during DJF. In the SH, there are signiﬁcant changes in zonal mean
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temperature and zonal mean zonal winds of up to ±2 K and ±2m/s, respectively, throughout large portions of
the troposphere, stratosphere, and mesosphere. In the NH, there is no signiﬁcant zonal mean change, but
there is a signiﬁcant change in the positioning and shape of the stratospheric polar vortex, in particular over
the Atlantic region. Near the surface, there are regionally signiﬁcant changes in NH temperature over
Greenland and the Arctic Ocean (up to +1.3 K) and over Siberia (up to1.3 K). Based on our analysis, we
suggest that the changes in the lower and middle atmosphere arise as follows.
The movement of the magnetic poles between 1900 and 2000 directly affects the zonal mean zonal wind
structure in the thermosphere, changing the local conditions for wave propagation and breaking. This causes
changes to zonal gravity wave-induced accelerations within the thermosphere and to the residual circulation
driven by these accelerations. Because this residual circulation extends downward from the forcing region,
the effects of changes in gravity wave forcing in the thermosphere are able to reach down to the mesosphere
below, at least in the SH. We believe that this is the most likely mechanism by which changes in the SH upper
mesosphere are initiated.
An initial change in the zonal wind structure in the SH upper mesosphere induces further changes in both
planetary waves, which can be locally generated or ampliﬁed due to instabilities forming on the upper part
of the westward mesospheric jet, and gravity wave ﬁltering, both of which cause further changes to the zonal
wind structure, which further affects the waves, and so on. The net changes in the gravity wave forcing within
the upper mesosphere region itself cause changes in the gravity wave-induced residual circulation that
extend down to the troposphere. We suggest that this is likely to initiate again further changes in the zonal
mean zonal wind structure and planetary waves there.
While this mechanism can explain why we see such widespread signiﬁcant changes in temperature and zonal
wind in the SH lower and middle atmosphere in our model results, we do not necessarily believe that these
changes are realistic, because the simulated shape of the mesospheric jet in the SH shows a dip in its struc-
ture at ~50–55°S that is not seen in observations. The shape of the mesospheric jet is very important for the
formation of instabilities that can generate or amplify planetary-scale waves in the upper mesosphere region,
and since this region appears to play a critical role in the vertical coupling in the SH, we must question the
realism of the changes in zonal mean temperature and zonal wind we obtain throughout the SH troposphere,
stratosphere, and mesosphere. Improvements to the SH zonal wind climatology produced by WACCM-X are
needed to resolve this issue. A better representation of effects of sub-grid-scale gravity waves in WACCM-X
would probably play an important role in this.
In the NH, gravity waves induce a residual circulation cell in the thermosphere that is separate from themeso-
sphere, and signiﬁcant changes in the gravity wave-induced residual circulation are mostly conﬁned to the
thermosphere. This could potentially explain why we see much less signiﬁcant change in the NH lower
and middle atmosphere. Still, we do ﬁnd a signiﬁcant change in the shape and positioning of the strato-
spheric polar vortex, indicating that there is some vertical coupling process that allows the NH stratosphere
to respond to a change in the thermosphere. We are not able to tell from our results whether this process
involves perhaps a very subtle change in the gravity wave-driven residual circulation, or whether there is per-
haps a subtle change in resolved wave reﬂection in the lower thermosphere due to a change in the vertical
gradient of the zonal mean zonal wind. It is also possible that unstable waves that form on the upper part of
the polar vortex play a role in the responses we ﬁnd in the NH lower mesosphere and upper stratosphere,
although changes in EP ﬂux diagnostics and meridional PV gradient were mostly not signiﬁcant in the NH.
This lack of signiﬁcancemight be related to zonal asymmetries and the inﬂuence of stationary waves contam-
inating the signal in the NH. We further note that it is intriguing that the longitude sector that shows the
strongest changes in the NH stratosphere is also the longitude sector that contains the NH magnetic pole,
which moved westward by about 3° between 1900 and 2000. However, it is not clear whether this has any
special signiﬁcance or is merely a coincidence. We do not see a similar longitudinal preference of the lower
and middle atmosphere response in the SH, even though the response in the SH upper atmosphere does
show strong longitudinal variations, which are, as in the NH, related to the movement of the magnetic pole.
Changes in the polar vortex in the stratosphere are able to have a downward inﬂuence on the temperatures
near the surface. A strong stratospheric polar vortex acts to conﬁne cold air to the polar region, whereas a
weaker stratospheric polar vortex allows colder air to get into lower latitude regions. A strong polar vortex
is therefore associated with a positive phase of the AO near the surface [e.g., Baldwin and Dunkerton,
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1999]. We ﬁnd a difference pattern in NH surface temperature that resembles the negative phase of the AO,
with warming over Greenland and the Arctic Ocean and cooling over Siberia, even though the (upper) strato-
spheric vortex in our simulations showed a slight strengthening. However, the vortex in our simulations was
also more elongated in shape and further displaced toward lower latitudes. We believe that these aspects,
which are normally associated with a weaker vortex, could be responsible for the NH surface temperature
response in our simulations.
The NH differences near the surface suggest that a change in the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld does not necessarily
produce a uniform increase or decrease in temperature. This could perhaps explain some of the discrepancies
between the correlation studies mentioned in the introduction: One might ﬁnd that an overall decrease in
magnetic ﬁeld strength, as has taken place during the last ~170 years, is associated with either an increase
or decrease in surface temperature, depending on the geographic origin of the temperature (or temperature
proxy) data that are used. Interestingly, the ﬁnding by Bakhmutov [2006] that temperatures in Northeastern
Europe were typically 1–2 K higher as the geomagnetic pole was approaching the region and 1–2 K lower as it
was receding from the region, appears to be conﬁrmed by our results: From 1900 to 2000 the geomagnetic
pole was moving toward Northeastern Europe, and we indeed ﬁnd a cooling in that region of 1–1.3 K.
However, our result is of course based on only one example of a magnetic pole movement, and the corre-
spondence with Bakhmutov [2006] could be a coincidence. Further work is needed to determine how impor-
tant the precise location and direction of movement of the magnetic pole is for determining the structure
and magnitude of the temperature responses near the surface.
We further stress that our model simulations do not incorporate all possible mechanisms by which changes in
the upper atmosphere could conceivably affect the middle and lower atmosphere, as outlined in section 1. It
would be possible to test with the current version of WACCM-X what the role of the NOx-ozone mechanism is
when geomagnetic activity is higher, but this falls outside the scope of the present study. Further model
development is needed to be able to study also other possible coupling mechanisms, such as via the global
electric circuit. Nonetheless, our results here show that dynamical mechanisms alone are capable of inducing
a response in the lower and middle atmosphere to a forcing that does not have a direct effect in those parts
of the atmosphere. While we have focused here on the downward inﬂuence of changes in the thermosphere
that are associated with changes in the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld, other processes that cause signiﬁcant
perturbations in the lower thermosphere could in principle affect the atmosphere below via similar pathways.
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